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Azerbaijan International Medical Innovations
Exhibition
Medinex – is the most comprehensive event in the
field of medicine and healthcare in Azerbaijan, a
meeting place for manufacturers, distributors and
industry professionals, the only business platform
covering all areas of the medical industry,
providing a unique chance for information
exchange between doctors, representatives of
medical institutions, suppliers from all the fields of
the healthcare industry.

The Medinex is officially supported by the Ministry of Health of the
Republic of Azerbaijan and also has a support of Small and Medium
Business Development Agency of the Republic of Azerbaijan (KOBIA),
Azerbaijan Export and Investment Promotion Foundation (AZPROMO)
and The National Confederation of Entrepreneurs (Employers)
Organizations of the Republic of Azerbaijan (ASK).
The exhibition participants get a great opportunity to present their
products, establish the necessary contacts with potential customers and
partners, as well as get acquainted with the latest industry trends.
Innovation-oriented format, governmental support, and wide
international representation predetermined the success of the exhibition
in 2019 and opened up excellent prospects for future development.
SUPPORT
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of Azerbaijan Republic
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the Republic of Azerbaijan
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of Azerbaijan (ASK)

THE OFFICIAL
OPENING CEREMONY OF
THE MEDINEX 2019
WAS HELD IN
JW MARRIOTT ABSHERON HOTEL
ON THE 6TH OF NOVEMBER.

The ceremony was attended by:
Elsever Aghayev
Deputy Minister of Health of the Republic of Azerbaijan

Zaur Aliyev
Chairman of the Board of the State Agency for
Compulsory Health Insurance

Rena Aliyeva
President of Azerbaijan Dental Association

Farid Mammadov
General Director of Caspian Event Organisers LLC

REFERENCES FROM VIP GUESTS

ELSEVER AGHAYEV
Deputy Minister of Health of
the Republic of Azerbaijan

“The Medinex exhibition held for many years in
autumn is contributing to the development of
healthcare system. Despite the fact that the
exhibition has now changed its brand it retained
the role of a modern innovations platform and a
navigator in the field of healthcare. I think that
exhibition is an excellent platform for the
exchange of views between local and foreign
experts.”

EXHIBITION SECTORS

IT-Med - technologies in medicine
Pharm-Med - pharmacology
Lab-Med - laboratory technology and equipment
Tech-Med - medical equipment
Stom-Med - stomatology
Optical & ophtalmology
Tour-Med - medical tourism
Edu-Med - dietology and medical education

STATISTICS OF THE MEDINEX 2019:

870sq.m

12

32

2

EXHIBITION
AREA

COUNTRIES

COMPANIES

NATIONAL
STANDS

PARTICIPANT-COUNTRIES:
AZERBAIJAN

MONGOLIA

BELARUS

PAKISTAN

GERMANY

RUSSIA

KAZAKHSTAN

UKRAINE

IRAN

CROATIA

ITALY

JAPAN

EXHIBITOR REFERENCES

“The users of our equipment with the most positive reviews are coming to us at the
exhibition. In addition, those who wish to purchase our devices in the future show great
interest. I think the exhibition will yield positive results in the near future and from next year
the number of our equipment in Azerbaijan will increase.”
Lev Kazmin, Regional Sales Manager, Dornier MedTech (Germany)

“Such events help to develop business relations between local and foreign companies. We
hope that the extensive business programme of the exhibition will allow us to expand the
scope of cooperation and make ourselves more widely known.”
Eldar Salimov, Director, Profarma Ltd

“At the exhibition, we participate in order to expand our customer base and demonstrate
the entire product line not only to distributors, but also to the end customer - doctors and
patients. Azerbaijani consumers do not have information about all orthopedic products of
our company. The exhibition is just one of those tools enabling you to show the entire range
of goods. A few days before MEDINEX, we held meetings with potential partners and
invited them to the exhibition, where it is possible to present all products.”
Olena Sokolovska, Director of Toros Group (Ukraine)

EXHIBITION VISITORS

Number of visits

2460
332

Owners, Managers, CEOs, Directors

45

Chief Medical Officers

540

Doctors of various specialties

TOP 10 COUNTRIES BY THE NUMBER OF MEDINEX VISITORS:
AZERBAIJAN

CHINA

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

USA

IRAN

GERMANY

PAKISTAN

UKRAINE

TURKEY

LITHUANIA

GEORGIA

VISITORS REFERENCES

“Today there are a lot of interesting companies that have enough useful
information for visitors. I came to the exhibition with the goal of nding suppliers of
drugs. As an employer, I can say that by observing the course of the exhibition, I
determined some priorities for myself. These impressions are connected with the
perspectives of the expositions: I would like for beauty and medicine to be
somehow separated. Of course, the role of the exhibition in the development of
this sphere is quite large. I believe that any exhibition is an international
cooperation. Such exhibitions allow companies to expand their capabilities,
establish new contacts.”
Elena Timofeeva,
Manager of Secretum (Russian Federation)

“Through this exhibition I learned about the innovations of both local and foreign
medicine. In my opinion, the role of the exhibition in the progress of domestic
medicine is certainly great. Here you can always learn about current trends,
including the latest devices and medicines.”
Shalala Azimova,
Medical practitioner at the Central Military Sanatorium

PRESS-CONFERENCE

INFORMATION PARTNERS
AZƏR
AC

INFORMATION SUPPORT

The press-conference dedicated to the opening of the Medinex 2019
was held on 5th November at the JW Marriott Absheron Baku.
The press-conference was attended by
-Mr. Bahruz Hidayatzadeh – Executive Director of Caspian Event
Organisers LLC
-Mr. Parviz Abubakirov – Head of Press Service of the Ministry of Health of
the Republic of Azerbaijan
-Mr. Anar Veliyev – the Manager of the exhibition
13 Media Representatives attended the press-conference from APA
Group, Azertag, Salamnews, IA Trend, Real TV, ARB TV, ATV, CBC and
other agencies.

INTERNET SUPPORT

Bütün Bakının saytı

PR CAMPAIGN AND MEDIA COVERAGE
ADVERTISING CAMPAIGN
OF THE EXHIBITION
Streamers
Monitors
Posters
Roll-ups
Billboards
Direct mailing

6 articles were published in
3 Newspapers and 2 Magazines

E-mailings by specialized database
Distribution of invitation tickets through partners as well
as related government structures and associations
Placement of information in specialized publications,
on specialized websites and social networks

121 news were published in
49 Internet Portals
21 reports on 5 TV Channels and
Radio Channels announced the
advertising news about the
exhibition.

ADDITIONAL EVENTS: EXHIBITION+

BUSINESS BREAKFAST
A month before the exhibition, the
organizers held a meeting together with the
participants in the format of a “business
breakfast”. The purpose of its holding is to
help participants more effectively use the
opportunity of exhibitions.
During the breakfast, professional trainer
Rashad Gadimov touched on the main
issues regarding the organization of the
stand, the use of additional opportunities
on the formula of the successful
participation in exhibitions.
After the seminar the favourable
atmosphere for communication and
networking was created for invited
participants of the exhibition.

ADDITIONAL EVENTS: EXHIBITION+

MORNING COCKTAIL
The morning cocktail reception dedicated to the opening
of the exhibition was held on November 6 at the JW Marriott
Absheron Baku Hotel, and was attended by the exhibition
participants and specially invited guests — heads and
chief doctors of medical institutions, doctors and
specialists of various medical fields, as well as
representatives of distribution companies. The successful
format of the event allowed exhibitors to establish initial
contacts with leading industry experts even before the start
of the exhibition.

ADDITIONAL EVENTS: EXHIBITION+

INNOVATION ZONE

The “Innovation Zone” is an opportunity to look into
the future of medicine today.

One of the most important
sectors of the Medinex
exhibition was the “Innovation
Zone”, which presented the
latest achievements of the
medicine industry from around
the world, innovative equipment
and technologies and the most
promising developments.
In 2019 the “Innovation Zone”
was presented by such
innovations by local specialists
as Virtual Surgery and Healhty
Living Support, the EMSELLA
innovative device based on
HIFEM technology, as well as
many other interesting new
products.

ADDITIONAL EVENTS: EXHIBITION+

B2B MEETINGS

B2B Workshop organized in the
framework of the exhibition
provided an opportunity for all
the participants to establish
contacts to meet the leading
local companies face to face in
order to build effective business
communications for further
cooperation.
46 successful business meetings
between 12 invited companies
and 10 participants were held
during the exhibition.

ADDITIONAL EVENTS: EXHIBITION+

PRESENTATIONS ZONE

Within the framework of the
exhibition in the specially
designated Presentation Zone,
exhibitors were given the
additional opportunity to
speak to visitors. The speakers
in this area were
representatives of more than
20 participating companies.

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

EFFECTIVE CLINIC MANAGEMENT
Panel discussion on the theme “Effective Clinic Management” was
held on the rst day of the exhibiton.
The speakers were:

Talgat Yelemanov
Chairman of the Board of DAMU
Group of Companies
(Kazakhstan)

Anna Wegen
Head of DeutschMedic GMBH
(Germany)

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

"BIZIMKILER" SESSION
During this session, Azerbaijanis who are
engaged in medical activities abroad shared
their experience with the students of medical
universities.
Invited Speakers:

Mehriban Alizadeh
ophthalmologist surgeon, participated in
the Voluntary Mission (Niger, Africa)

Firudin Gurbanov
cardiologist, clinic Siegerland Diakonie
(Germany)

SPECIAL CERTIFICATES

Best Corporate style
“DIAMED Co” (Azerbaijan)

Best Product Presentation
“MEDEKS” (Azerbaijan)

The Most Innovative Stand
“DAMU Center of Information Technologies TOO”
(Kazakhstan)

The Most Active Work with Visitors
“Werteks J.-S.CO” (Russian Federation)

Best Collective Stand
RUE “National Center for
Marketing and Market Price” (Belarus)

SUPPORT

Ministry of Helth
of Azerbaijan Republic

Small and Medium Business
Development Agency of
the Republic of Azerbaijan

ORGANISER
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Azerbaijan
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OFFICIAL HOTELS

STAND BUILDER

SEE YOU SOON AT
THE AZERBAIJAN INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION - MEDINEX 2022

EXHIBITION SECTORS
IT-Med - technologies in medicine
Pharm-Med - pharmacology

3-5 NOVEMBER 2022

Lab-Med - laboratory technology and
equipment
Tech-Med - medical equipment
Stom-Med - stomatology

SUPPORT

Optical & ophtalmology
Tour-Med - medical tourism
ORGANISER

Irina Babayeva
Project Manager
Tel.: +994 12 4041000
+994 12 4041038
Mob.: +994 55 4000578
E-mail: medinex@ceo.az

Edu-Med - dietology and medical
education

3-5
November
2022
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